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REA's MAXnotes for Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird
MAXnotes offer a fresh look at masterpieces of literature,
presented in a lively and interesting fashion. Written by
literary experts who currently teach the subject,
MAXnotes will enhance your understanding and
enjoyment of the work. MAXnotes are designed to
stimulate independent thought about the literary work by
raising various issues and thought-provoking ideas and
questions. MAXnotes cover the essentials of what one
should know about each work, including an overall
summary, character lists, an explanation and discussion
of the plot, the work's historical context, illustrations to
convey the mood of the work, and a biography of the
author. Each chapter is individually summarized and
analyzed, and has study questions and answers.
Major international bestseller and critically acclaimed
author Harriet Evans weaves an “absorbing
tapestry…with a comic touch even in the midst of
tragedy” (Kirkus Reviews) in this stunning family drama
that will surprise you at every turn. When Martha, a wife
and mother of three, sits down one late summer’s
morning to write out the invitations to her eightieth
birthday celebration, she knows that what she is planning
to reveal at the party could ruin the idyllic life she and her
husband, David, have spent more than fifty years
building. But her family must know what she and David
have sacrificed. She cannot live a lie anymore. The
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invitation goes out far and wide, calling her children and
grandchildren back home to Winterfold, their rambling
house in the heart of the English countryside. Bill, a
doctor, was once a sweet, serious boy, eager to help his
mother, but he’s not the man Martha thought he’d
become. Florence—passionate, intellectual, one might
say a little eccentric—is now an art history professor in
Italy. And Daisy, the dark heart of the family, left years
ago to be a charity worker abroad and never really came
home. The reunion becomes a catalyst for a cascade of
shocking secrets and unexpected events as the Winters
grapple with the joy and the pain of the past.
In Feed My Dear Dogs, Emma Richler returns to the life
of the Weiss family, first introduced to readers in her
debut–and much-celebrated–book, Sister Crazy, through
a series of interconnected stories narrated by Jemima
(Jem) Weiss. The Weisses are a tight unit of seven:
father Yaakov, a gruff sportswriter whose love for his
children is manifest in his stern instructions and
impromptu boxing lessons; mother Frances, a wise and
gentle beauty adored by her family, almost to the point of
obsession by her husband; Ben, the most heroic of the
siblings, by virtue of birth-order and also for knowing the
answer to all questions; Jude, Jem’s almost-twin, who is
only fifteen months older than she and the most serious
of the children, careful to point out the anti-Semitic
leanings of Jem’s literary heroes; Jem, the narrator, who
would prefer to never leave the comforting confines of
her family; delicate yet hilarious Harriet, Jem’s only
sister, who can sound like a little old lady or a sultry
vixen, depending on what movie she’s quoting; and
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Gus, the frail little boy who completes the circle at the
beginning of the book with his birth and arrival home
from the hospital. Feed My Dear Dogs beings with the
family in London, where eight-year-old Jem and her
sister attend a convent school to the consternation of
most of the nuns, since not only are the Weiss children
not Catholic, but, most perplexingly, they are half-Jewish.
Not surprisingly, Jem prefers home to school. At home
she is surrounded by the books she loves, (particularly
Tintin and Le Morte d’Arthur) and the comforts only a
big, happy family can provide. Soon, however, the family
departs for Canada –“Dad’s country,” as the children
see it–where together they begin a new life, shuttling
between a Montreal townhouse and a country home, and
adapting to their new land –even creating the “Weiss on
Ice” hockey team. No matter where the family is, each
member is fiercely loyal to home. From the use of short
notes: “Out. Back soon. – Jude” to a simple “I’ll be up
in my room!” yelled down the stairs, to Yaakov’s frantic
bellowing of “Frances!” through the house, the family
keeps close tabs on its members, which also allows Jem
to subconsciously control it: “. . . my universe still the
Universe, a place I wander with a slight swagger.” But
the comfort and security of family can’t last forever, Jem
learns in high school, as Jude plans an extensive travel
itinerary for himself and Ben contemplates moving out on
his own. Meanwhile, Jem’s burgeoning feminism pits
her against her father and brothers while she battles with
a burden of guilt over the near-drowning death of her
youngest brother. Spiraling into a breakdown by the
story’s tragically beautiful end, Jem discovers that
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families simply can not remain fixed, like the stars in the
galaxies, unchanged forever. Intermingled through the
story of the Weiss family are Jem’s (and her siblings’)
encyclopedic knowledge of history, literature, film,
religion and language. Richler also interweaves the
almost mythic life story of Frances, the family’s
matriarch, into the book, and provides glimpses into
Jem’s troubled mind through a series of present-day
conversations with her therapist, all of which serve to
create a fully drawn portrait of Jem, her mother and the
bond between them and the family as a whole.
Reproduction of the original: Hugh Crichton ?s Romance
by C.R. Coleridge
This edited collection will turn a critical spotlight on the
set of texts that has constituted the high school canon of
literature for decades. By employing a set of fresh,
vibrant critical lenses—such as youth studies and
disabilities studies— that are often unfamiliar to advanced
students and scholars of secondary English, this book
provides divergent approaches to traditional readings
and pedagogical practices surrounding these familiar
works. By introducing and applying these interpretive
frames to the field of secondary English education, this
book demonstrates that there is more to say about these
texts, ways to productively problematize them, and to
reconfigure how they may be read and used in the
classroom.
(Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement
for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the
melody presented in the right hand of the piano part, as
well as in the vocal line.
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"This is the kind of book we need to set literary
expectations for a new decade. It's so textured, so
layered with love and so wonderfully terrifying, intimate
and magical."—Kiese Laymon, author of Heavy: An
American Memoir Misty's holler looks like any of the
thousands of hollers that fork through the Appalachian
Mountains. But Misty knows her home is different. She
may be only ten, but she hears things. Even the
crawdads in the creek have something to say, if you
listen. All that Misty's sister Penny wants to talk about
are the strange objects that start appearing outside their
trailer. The grown-ups mutter about sins and
punishment, but that doesn't scare Misty. Not like the
hurtful thing that's been happening to her, the hurtful
thing that is becoming part of her. Ever since her
neighbor William cornered her in the barn, she must
figure out how to get back to the Misty she was before —
the Misty who wasn't afraid to listen. This is the story of
one tough-as-nails girl whose choices are few but whose
fight is boundless, as her coping becomes a battle cry for
everyone around her. Written by a survivor of sexual
abuse, Every Bone a Prayer is a beautifully honest
exploration of healing and of hope. Praise for Every
Bone a Prayer: "I couldn't stop reading Ashley Bloom's
raw-boned language that carried me on young Misty's
journey. While the weight on her skin threatened to take
her under, the current of hope had me rooting for Misty
to rise up. I can't wait to see this book shoot into the
stratosphere."—Leah Weiss, author of If the Creek Don't
Rise "Ashley Blooms sings in an authentic mountain
voice...Like a hawk over a hollow, Blooms both soars
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and sees all."—Andy Duncan, author of An Agent of
Utopia
Voted America's Best-Loved Novel in PBS's The Great
American Read Harper Lee's Pulitzer Prize-winning
masterwork of honor and injustice in the deep South—and
the heroism of one man in the face of blind and violent
hatred One of the most cherished stories of all time, To
Kill a Mockingbird has been translated into more than
forty languages, sold more than forty million copies
worldwide, served as the basis for an enormously
popular motion picture, and was voted one of the best
novels of the twentieth century by librarians across the
country. A gripping, heart-wrenching, and wholly
remarkable tale of coming-of-age in a South poisoned by
virulent prejudice, it views a world of great beauty and
savage inequities through the eyes of a young girl, as
her father—a crusading local lawyer—risks everything to
defend a black man unjustly accused of a terrible crime.
In this collection of essays, literary lawyer Allen
Mendenhall examines ideas about place, literature,
reading, family, and custom from the vanishing
perspective of a traditional Southerner. Whether he is
lamenting the lack of learning among lawyers, recalling
experiences with grandparents, or speculating about the
impact of technology on scholarship, Mendenhall's
distinctive prose, self-deprecating honesty, and
contemplative tone make him one of our most interesting
social critics. Always attentive to the profundities of
everyday life, he evokes nostalgic feelings while
expressing sometimes pointed, sometimes sensitive
opinions that reflect a deep understanding of history,
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heritage, and the human condition.
Zara has one immediate and urgent goal, and it is to find
her brother, Jem. She faces a few complications, though,
not the least of which is searching for him in her
subconscious while she is in a coma. Zara's coma has
pulled her into the world of Jem's favorite comic-book
hero. But no matter how quickly Zara literally draws her
own escape, she is taunted deeper into the fantastical
darkness by the comic's villain, Morven. All the while she
is caught between the present with visits from friends
and family in the hospital and the past by flashbacks of a
traumatic event long ago forgotten. The search for her
brother may help Zara see the light, but in order to find
him, she must face her innermost secrets first. In a multilayered tale that intertwines comic-book/graphic novel
elements with first-person narration, Elizabeth Pulford
explores the dimensions of hope, love, loyalty, denial,
and truth.
The story is set in and around the fictional village of
Althwaite in the West Riding of Yorkshire before and
during the early part of the Second World War. It follows
the adventures of Jem and his pal, Harold. They befriend
the local tramp, tackle mysteries and spy on the rival
Home Guard platoon. As the war impacts on the village,
Jem is drawn into the lives of others: Benjy, the tramp,
who tries to become a useful citizen; the squire who
comes out of his shell to combat the threat of Hitler;
evacuees from Hull; a female artist who is rescued from
the clutches of suspicious local women; the veteran who
lost a leg in the Boer War; and the 'wise woman' who
mourns the son she lost to adoption years ago. Then
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there is Alice, two years older than Jem, whom he
admires: will the rift between them be healed. And will
his Dad return safe and sound from the campaign in
North Africa?
Repeatedly jamming his fork of curiosity into the live
toaster of opportunity, comedian Richard O. Smith
captures the experience of living in Oxford in probably
the funniest book written about the Dreaming Spires.
Collected here are 70 of his best Oxford Examined
columns from the award-winning Oxford Times magazine
Oxfordshire Limited Edition including several previously
unpublished stories. In these unflinchingly truthful
columns he meets celebrities (Kate Middleton, Dara
O'Briain, the one who plays Phoebe in Friends and a
predictably grumpy Alan Sugar), visits the 11th
dimension with an Oxford University maths protégée,
gatecrashes Encaenia, flirts with a Roman slave girl from
79AD, is ejected from the Oxford Union by burly security,
witnesses a comeuppance for a pack of arrogant
students, conducts a walking tour for Britain's scariest
hen party, moves a library (which transpires to be harder
work than moving a mountain), sees Britain's most
pretentious theatre production, participates in the UK's
national bell ringing championships (yes, that is a thing),
allows Oxford University psychologists to experiment on
him, rescues four escaped horses in a busy Oxford
street (thankfully it wasn't the apocalypse), becomes a
crime-fighting superhero, is hospitalised in a serious bike
accident, gets chased by a furious revenge-fixated
woman dressed as a Friesian cow, strides out of his
house one morning and disappears down a giant sink
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hole, mentors two stand-up comedy virgins, commits a
devastating social faux pas and pledges to never use a
split infinitive or sentence this long again. 'Right from the
introductory preamble, this is pure comedy genius. I dare
anybody to read it and not start sniggering out loud.
Warning: this may attract odd looks if you are on a bus or
anywhere else in public.' --Oxford Times 'Bring together
an outstanding comic writer and a city of unlikely people
and you'll find the perfect love-match. The wittiest,
zaniest, and most truthful guide to a city you'll read:
armchair travel has never been so good. Or so funny.'
--Susie Dent 'The funniest book ever about Oxford. Pure
comedy genius. I read Oxford Examined and laughed so
much.' --Gill Oliver, Oxford Mail
A cinematic Reconstruction-era drama of violence and fraught
moral reckoning In Dawson’s Fall, a novel based on the lives
of Roxana Robinson’s great-grandparents, we see America
at its most fragile, fraught, and malleable. Set in 1889, in
Charleston, South Carolina, Robinson’s tale weaves her
family’s journal entries and letters with a novelist’s narrative
grace, and spans the life of her tragic hero, Frank Dawson, as
he attempts to navigate the country’s new political, social,
and moral landscape. Dawson, a man of fierce opinions,
came to this country as a young Englishman to fight for the
Confederacy in a war he understood as a conflict over states’
rights. He later became the editor of the Charleston News and
Courier, finding a platform of real influence in the editorial
column and emerging as a voice of the New South. With his
wife and two children, he tried to lead a life that adhered to
his staunch principles: equal rights, rule of law, and
nonviolence, unswayed by the caprices of popular opinion.
But he couldn’t control the political whims of his readers. As
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he wrangled diligently in his columns with questions of
citizenship, equality, justice, and slavery, his newspaper
rapidly lost readership, and he was plagued by financial
worries. Nor could Dawson control the whims of the heart: his
Swiss governess became embroiled in a tense affair with a
drunkard doctor, which threatened to stain his family’s
reputation. In the end, Dawson—a man in many ways
representative of the country at this time—was felled by the
very violence he vehemently opposed.
Identical twins Jace and Jem Chamberlain, born of the
Breedline species (a race of humans that have special
powers and the gift to change into wolf form) finds their lives
changed forever after their mothers murderer, the Chiangshih demon, is finally destroyed, freeing their evil half brother,
Sebastian Crow, of his possession. With anger still an
unquenchable fury that fuels his beast, Jace has a score to
settle with Sebastian, who has managed to escape
unscathed once again. As Tessa and Jace prepare for a
future together, he continues to have reoccurring nightmares
of her death. Now that there is a bit of peace in the Breedline
Covenant, Jem looks forward to marrying his beloved, Mia.
Unprepared for the pregnancy of EveMias twin sisterthey
must come to terms that Sebastian or the demon might have
spawned Eves unborn children. As the Breedline species
prepare for a normal life without the corruption of the Chiangshih demon, new life inhabits the covenant, bringing with it a
whole new set of sinister deeds. The question is, will Jace
and his twin brother, Jem, be prepared for what might drive
them to the brink of madness, or will they welcome the new
arrivals?
All three books in the #1 New York Times bestselling Infernal
Devices trilogy are now together in one boxed set! Step back
in time with the Shadowhunters with this eBook collection of
the New York Times bestselling Infernal Devices trilogy.
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Passion. Power. Secrets. Enchantment. The Shadowhunters
of the Victorian Age delve into all of these—in addition to
darkness and danger—in the Infernal Devices trilogy,
packaged in an eBook collection that includes Clockwork
Angel, Clockwork Prince, and Clockwork Princess.
Politician Logan Pierce visits Darrow Falls, Ohio, to enlist
support for the Union cause. There, he meets the beautiful
and strong-willed Jem Collins and insists she remain at home
for news of her husband, Ben, after the Battle of Bull Run, but
she ignores his advice. Jem knows something is wrong when
Ben doesn’t send word he has survived the first major battle
of the Civil War. Jem travels to Washington City with Logan to
search for news of Ben and uses her nursing skills to care for
the wounded. When Logan kisses her, she resolves to remain
faithful to her vows of marriage, but can she? Hearing news
Ben may be a prisoner, she leaves the federal capital for
Richmond but doesn’t return. Can Logan wait, fearing for her
fate, or does he risk capture and hanging as a spy by
following into enemy territory?

An intriguing novel about the choices we make,
about finding out who we really are and about living
life to the fullest. Tam Cochrane is a sickly lad,
confined to his bed in Glasgow in the 1880s. His only
experience of adventure and the outside world is
through books - that is until his father decides to sell
up and head for New Zealand. As they take the fourmonth journey by ship, Tam's health begins to
improve, and with it signs of a new Tam, fully
engaging in the real world. After arriving in their new
country, the family heads to Rotorua and Tarawera,
only to be caught in the volcanic eruption of 1886.
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Having been concussed, Tam wakes up, groggy but
still the fit young man he'd been growing into, except
he finds he is in Napier, emerging from the ruins of
the 1931 earthquake. What has happened to the last
45 years? Why is he still a young man? And who is
the other Tam Cochrane, now living like a recluse
back in Glasgow? An intriguing story, it is set among
the cataclysmic events of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries.
“Everything a really great music memoir should be.”
—Colin Meloy The Pogues injected the fury of punk
into Irish folk music and gave the world the troubled,
iconic, darkly romantic songwriter Shane
MacGowan. Here Comes Everybody is a memoir
written by founding member and accordion player
James Fearnley, drawn from his personal
experiences and the series of journals and
correspondence he kept throughout the band’s
career. Fearnley describes the coalescence of a
disparate collection of vagabonds living in the squats
of London’s Kings Cross, with, at its center, the
charismatic MacGowan and his idea of turning Irish
traditional music on its head. With beauty, lyricism,
and great candor, Fearnley tells the story of how the
band watched helplessly as their singer descended
into a dark and isolated world of drugs and drink,
and sets forth the increasingly desperate measures
they were forced to take. James Fearnley was born
in 1954 in Worsley, Manchester. He played guitar in
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various bands, including The Nips with Shane
MacGowan, before becoming the accordion player in
The Pogues. Fearnley continues to tour with the
band and lives in Los Angeles.
Argues that our struggle to become good parents
can help us to become good persons.
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